
The University of Oklahoma High Energy Physics (OU-HEP) group consists of several
experimental and one theoretical tasks. The research we pursue is elementary
particle experiment and theory using DOat Fermilab, Cleo at Cornell, ATLAS at the
future LHC, and monopoles (Fermilab E-882) and theory at OU. All of these pursuits
have been progressing for at least three years, and are expected to continue into the
future, although the long term goal is that ATLAS at LHC will almost completely
dominate by 2005. An additional task was (for the past eight years) support for an
HBCU (Langston University, Langston, Oklahoma) via a subcontract from OU. This
program has now been successfully moved to a stand alone DOE grant at a sufficiently
increased funding level, in response to the good work they have done for DO, ATIAS
and silicon R&D.

The DO program at Fermilab involves detector R&D (silicon vertex detector along with
Fermi[ab and UC Riverside), trigger work (involving also our Langston colleagues),
and physics analyses by our faculty, post-dots and graduate students. The physics
from these data anatyses, in the main, are limits on anomalous Z-gamma couplings, a
search for possibie charged Higgs bosons (thesis topic of one of our graduate
students) and the angu~ardistribution of electrons from W-boson decays (another
thesis topic). DC)is being upgraded in several ways. We are highly involved in the
silicon vertex detector (testing components, etc.) and possible triggering schemes
using it.

The Cleo effort at Cornell is helping with the implementation of the Cleo-111upgrade,
through flexible connector R&D, testing and construction (for the new silicon vertex
detector, mainly through the efforts of our Cleo post-dot). For physics, a new pass
through the reconstruction of all the data has been a big responsibility for the graduate
student, whose thesis wiil measure the branching ratios of all the inclusive decays of B
mesons.

The ATLAS program for the LHC mainly involves R&D for flexibie connectors (mainly
by our EE engineer) for the pixel vertex detector, with the OU design having now
become the “baseline” for this ATLAS effort, as well as work on readout schemes for
the “pixels.” Major testing of pixel components wiJlfollow in the near future (separate
funding for this is coming from NSF funding via Columbia University). Physics later.

The monopole experiment is assessing “systematic errors” and is close to publishing
an improved limit on the cross-section for magnetic monopoles. This summer (?999)
more samples, from old CDF parts will become available. The next year and a half or
so should finish the physics from the Fermilab samples. A proposal to continue the
search at the LHC is contemplated for the farther future.

The theory group continues development of nonperturbative field theory via finite-
element, delta-expansion variational perturbation and analytic perturbation methods.
They are applied to a variety of topics, including QCD, tau-lepton decay, Casirnir effect,
and others. They are intimately involved in the monopole experiment also.
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The silicon crystal was composed of three parts: (1) a post with a smaIl riotof
titanium that served as the x-ray source, (2) a f)a~surfacecut parallel to theSi 220planes
that diffracted the x-ray radiation from tie source,
and (3) a surface cut obliquely to the 220 planes
that expanded the x-ray beam, and reflected toward
the detector,

One or more OMEGAbeams were to be
incident on the Ti dot and create a hot Ti plasma,
The OMEGA irradiation was designed to primarily
create the heIium-IikeTi ionization stage.The
resulting pmsrnais an intense source of the helium-
IikeTi resonance line emission with a wavelengthof
2,62 ~(4.75 keV). The crystal surfaces were cut to
diffract the 2.62 ~ radiation from the silicon 220
crystal lattice plant%at a Bragg angleof 42,8°.

The diffracted beam is inci&nt on the
obliqueiy cut surface. An OMEGAbeam is aim
incident on this surface and perturbs the crystal
lattice, Owing to perturbations of the Iattice spacing
by non-uniformities in the OiYW!GAbeam, the
diffracted x-ray beam has spatial w! temporal
variations that are recorded by the time-gated
detector.

An optical facet wss poiished ORthe base f
the crystal to facilitate alignment, Its normal is
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parallel to the diffraction direction of the x-riiysfrom the obiiqueiy cut facet. A HeNe or
ocherIaser beam propagatedfrom the detector locationshould retro-reflect onto itself
from this facet when the crystal orientation is correct,

2. Fabrication of the Silicon (Xc@

The procedure for cutting the silicon crysud was designed to utilize a saw blade with
[he smallest available width. This resuhed in the smallest possibte size and mass of the
resulting cut crystal and the minimal debris in the planned OMEGAexperiment, The
crystal was mounted on a precision rotary table beneatha diamond saw and oriented for
repeated saw cuts as shown in the following F@.we,The crystal was oriented so that the
220 planes were horizontal in the Figure. The small block of silicon at the left in the
Figure was left as a convenient mountingsurface for a [itaniumtarget. A microdot of Ti
can be precisely locacedon this block so that the Bragg conditions are met for the Ti He-
like lines to reflect from the parallel (top) and oblique (right) cut leaves of the
asymmetric cucchannel,
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Magnification occursin the a$ymmetriq!cut cry$al fitthe oblique surface. While
the crystal planes are still horizontal, [he beam intersects the surface at an angle

Where Oculis the angle between thecrystal planes rindthe saw CU[.The magnification is

$in(earftg~‘=acsi-l
Three views of the fabricated crystal are shown.The reflecting surfaces of the

silicon crystal were etched to remove materiaIdamaged in the machiningoperation..
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3. ExDerimemralX-Rav Data

Experimental data were recordedusing a l~boratorysource of Copper K&radiation in
second ordg. This experiment served to validate the perfomnqttceof the asymmetric
channel cut crystaL In p~icuhr, the calculationof the beam expanding potcmt@lof the
asymmetric cut silicon 220 crystal was verified for the first time. Althoughthe Bragg
angles were slightlydifferent (53,3 deg for CuKa VS,42,8 deg for Ti He-1ike),
appreciablemagnification in one dimension is still seen when the diffracted beam is
compared to the direct beam. Since the Cu x-ray tube was relatively far from the first
leaf of the channel cut crystal, the x-ray beam is nearly parallel jn thjs dimension.

Alrhoughthe asymmetric channel cut crystal was successfully fabricated qnd
tested, scientists at the Laboratory for Laser 13nerge[icsbelieved that the debris generated
during the planned OME?GAshots might have a detrimental effect on the OMEGA target
chamber and optics. The phtnsfor the OMEGA!shots wers therefore suspended.
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